
From: M and L V <mikeylynda@msn.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 8:10 PM 
To: letters@unionleader.com; Monroe, Pamela 
Subject: To The Editor and Pamela ; Not correct reporting of what NH desires for Northern Pass.  
  
This has to be one the most inaccurate one sided poor excuses for reporting that I have seen in 
years!  
It's not a popularity contest? Give us a break. We don't want this project to be forced upon us. 
This is the people rejecting a scam project.  
There will be zero benefit to NH and all to Eversource, Mass.,  and other New England states.  
Folks in Canada don't even want it.  
Let's see now:  
1.Unknown whether NH will even pay less for the tiny portion it gets. No one knows how much 
installation cost will be added to the consumers. 
2.They finally admitted they don't plan on paying for any of it. 
3.It will be unsightly and destructive to our environment. 
4.The power isn't considered green. 
5.NH has zero need for the minute amount of power it will receive. 
6.The plan is written so loosely they can do whatever they want during construction. Rural 
roadways will be blocked for undetermined amounts of time, possibly ruining some farms and 
other family businesses. 
7.Sensitive environmental reviews for sections in wetlands and stream/river crossings have not 
been even mentioned let alone addressed. 
8.Their competitors are going around our state and burying all of the lines. So why do they 
refuse to bury all of it, or even pay for any of this project that will forever bring them high 
profits? 
9.If one states facts on their Facebook page they don't like you get blocked. I know since they 
blocked me after posting opposing facts and questioning what I just mentioned in #8. 
 
Just say no! 
 
Respectfully, 
Mike Vogel 
Wolfeboro, NH 03894 
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